
 The Direct Benefit Transfer Scheme (DBTS) provides for direct transfer of money                            The DBTS root lies in the Dilli Annashree Yojana launched by the Delhi Government in 

        into the bank accounts of eligible persons identified and covered under various                                    December 2012 which used DBT mechanism for delivering entitlements.  

                                                            Government welfare programs.                                                             Subsequently, the Direct Benefit Transfer Scheme (DBTS) was launched on 1 January 

     The money transferred directly into the beneficiary account is the difference                                       2013 in 20 districts of India. The scheme was inaugurated at Gollaprolu in East 

       between the market price and subsidized price, which is in proportion to the                                                                                           Godavari district on 6 January 2013. 

                                                                         quantity uplifted from the market. 

           DBT functions under the Cabinet Secretariat and its implementation is directly  

                                              monitored by the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO). 

                     However, Aadhaar is not mandatory in DBT schemes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           The use of Aadhaar or other biometric based systems would dissolve problems like duplicates.  

       It is the transparent, speedy, timely, and error-free as the subsidized money will be transferred directly to the beneficiaries. 

   The cash transfer happens through a dense Business Correspondent system on the ground with micro ATM’s. This ensures that the poor get the same level of service that the  

                                     rich and the middle classes in the society receive. 

The financial inclusion offered by the DBT infrastructure can also be used by internal migrants to send their remittances. Approximately, Rs.75,000 crore worth of within-country  

       remittances are made in India every year. However, seventy per cent of these remittances are channeled through informal (and often illegal) channels which impose high costs  

                            on them. The Aadhaar-based microATM network could ensure that remittances take place instantly and at much lower cost to migrants. 
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           Inflation could easily erode the purchasing power of cash transfers. Concern about indexing of cash transfers to the price levels.  

              Biometric-based unique identity or Aadhaar is leading to huge problems for people working for the rural employment guarantee scheme and for others receiving welfare benefits.  

                Many fear that the direct cash transfer in PDS will affect the system and gives scope to corruption.  

                 There are increased chances of money that is transferred into a female member’s account being misused by others in the family. 

                     It will have some problems with banks, post offices mainly with technical issues and online connectivity in remote places. 

                        In many rural areas, the government needs to establish awareness programs on opening a bank account, and linking with Aadhaar and explaining the benefits, for these the  

                                                                                                                                    government has to keep some budget. 

 

       Areas of concern 
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